
Part A:  You are to develop a CPM diagram for the following Clean Room WBS.   Assume unlimited resources (i.e.,  “maximum” parallelism) in your

CPM.   Calculate the Early Start (ES), Late Start (LS), Early Finish (EF), and Late Finish (LF) from the given DUrations on the WBS. 

Clean Room

Clean curtains Vacuum Carpet Pick up toys & clothes Wash windows Dust furniture

Get vacuum 

Put vacuum 

out of closet - 2 m.

back in closet - 2 m.

Connect hose
and plug-in - 2 m.

Push around room

Empty bag - 5 m.

- 8 m.

Get ladder Get ladder
from garage - 5 m. from garage - 5 m.

Take down Gather cleaning

Gather dusting

curtains - 5 m. supplies - 10 m.

supplies - 5 m.

Wash curtains - 30 m.

Dry curtains - 30 m.

Hang curtains - 15 m.

Put ladder away - 5 m.

Wash windows - 15 m.

Dust - 10 m.

Put ladder away - 5 m.

Put away cleaning

Put dusting
supplies away - 5 m.

Pick up and 
put toys away - 15 m.

Put away any

Pile up dirty

Carry to laundry

clean clothes - 5 m.

clothes - 5 m.

room - 5 m.

Assumptions:

1)  You own a single ladder that's shared between task(s), but you might not need to get it out twice.

2)  You want to wash windows with the curtains removed.  

3)  There are a lot of toys and clothes making it hard to do anything else.

4)  You own a vacuum with a good filter that does not generate any dust.

5)  You have not dusted for a while so dust-bunnies might fall to the floor.

supplies  - 5 m.

Part B:  Use your CPM diagram to produces a corresponding bar-chart showing the critical tasks as black bars and non-critical tasks as white bars with

trailing tails indicating their float.  In part B, assume unlimited resources (i.e., people working).

Part C:  Modify the bar-chart assuming only two people are cleaning the room if necessary allow the completion time to slip.

You can just turn in a paper copy (hand-written is okay) at my office or CS mailbox in ITT 305. (email as an attachment also works).
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